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EDITORIAL
 Will you please note that with immediate effect my e-mail address has changed 
to ‘sutcliffes@leylandman.co.uk’   The old address is still in use but not for long, so 
don’t worry if you have already sent an e-mail to that address recently.
        More and more correspondence is coming to me on e-mail and also letters and 
articles for Leyland Torque.  This does make things easier as it saves having to get 
material typed and put onto disk, so if you are able to send correspondence this way, 
it is a great help.  The ideal format is a Word document sent as an attachment to an 
e-mail.  I can then access it more easily and load it into my PC.  With regard to pho-
tographs being sent by e-mail or on CD, the ideal format is in a high resolution Jpeg 
format at about 600dpi for a postcard size photo (more if it is a smaller photo, or 
slightly less if larger).  We pride ourselves on the quality of our magazines and lower 
resolution pictures can spoil the quality.
        This issue includes a detailed follow-up to the Thomas Transmission article 
in Journal No.6, and it is still planned to do follow-ups on the un-frozen Tigers and 
Titans article, also Side Types, when space permits.  The ‘Letters’ section this time is 
particularly long as I have received a whole host of good letters on some very interest-
ing topics.  If yours is not included – some had to be left out or shortened – I will try 
to get them in next time, but please do not let this stop people writing in!   We have 
some excellent new questions in Food for Thought this time with a few more in the 
pipeline, but could always do with more.  So, please wrack your brains to come up 
with some more teasers and see if you are able to answer some of the latest queries.
        Regarding the Leyland Society WebSite, which is now very much out of date, 
we have had an offer of assistance to bring matters up to date and hopefully this will 
happening soon.

   Mike Sutcliffe, Editor
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by THE COMPILING EDITOR

 

 The picture on the cover of this Spring Edition complements the article on page 
12 celebrating the 25th birthday of the Leyland Roadtrain. It shows one of the fi rst 
demonstrators carrying local registration NCK 227V, and according to one of those 
who drove the truck, this was not a valid number and was also carried by a private car. 
In the thirties Leyland took some photos of vehicles with the “wrong” registrations, 
the explanation probably being that the Company booked a block of numbers but 
never actually licenced the vehicles depicted with them, and either transferred the 
registrations to other vehicles or the numbers were voided after a period of time.
 The front cover picture is derived from a colour image, and has been cleaned 
and adjusted by Colin Balls at the BCVM. Colin prepares all our cover pictures and 
many of the “centre spread” pictures, such as the one used on pages 24/5. This is 
taken from a glass negative which had become cracked, and the image has now been 
restored and cleaned for posterity, and is now stored digitally. Another negative which 
was in poor condition and which has now been worked on by Colin is seen below. If 
you want to see this in “before” condition, turn to page 29 of Torque No.7.
 This is a celluloid negative, one of a series taken in Wigan Market Place in 
September 1946 to mark the return of luxury long-distance touring by Smith’s Tours, 
although the vehicles depicted were licensed to Webster Bros. (The business now 
operates under the Shearings name, and is soon to merge with Wallace Arnold.) 

Look carefully at this vehicle, EK 7518, No.2 in the fl eet of Webster Brothers, Wigan. It is a con-
version of a Leyland Tiger TS2, chassis number 61118, and has a rearwards extension with an 
extra axle which appears to be of Kirkstall Forge manufacture. As a result it is able to carry 39 
passengers in its centre-entrance body: in this case it is bound for London. Websters had 3 such 
conversions (see Torque No.8, page 20) but what we are not told is who carried out the extension 
work and when it was done. Note also the Covrad radiator, the sliding sun roof and glass quarter 
lights, and the holiday destinations carried on the glass louvres above the wind-open windows 
- London - Bristol - Cheddar Gorge - Wye Valley.              (BCVMA) 
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 The rear cover shows a Leyland PD1 with Leyland metal framed body modifi ed 
to the rquirements of London Transport. The vehicle is HGF 990 of the post-war 
London STD class (should this have been SPD?) and it is seen in Worden Park, 
Leyland, a favourite location used by the in-house Leyland photographer. What is 
unusual is the full display of destination blinds which, taken together with the lack 
of  advertising, make this vehicle’s appearance unfamiliar. The “Tailpiece” feature 
on page 48 discusses further aspects of this bus.
 Below is another unusual photo from the BCVM picture archive. It is a view 
of General Industrial Cleaners (Borrowash, Derbyshire) Titan PD2/10 van UNU 110, 
seen when new in June 1954. There was an artist’s impression of this or a similar 
vehicle by Allan Condie in Torque No.23.

The unusual feature of this vehicle, a bus chassis fi tted with a box-van body, is the way in 
which the “old-style” post-war lorry front has been grafted onto the Titan front profi le. What 
we do not know is whether the chassis was supplied with the standard PD2/10 esposed radia-
tor which was then concealed, or whether the bus was fi tted with the type of radiator installed 
behind “tin-front” Titans.                (BCVMA)
 Another interesting fact about the G.I.C. van is the encircled “110” on the cab 
door, repeating the digits of the registration number and clearly in use as a means of 
identifying the vehicle. The current British registration number system does not lend 
itself to this practice, although there are a few isolated instances of bus or lorry fl eet 
owners obtaining plates on which they have selected the last three letters to accord 
with the company name.
 We are grateful to Allan Condie for having turned the spotlight on the G.I.C. 
van fl eet, but he has now come up with something even more intriguing which forms 
the basis of a short item in this issue. This is a mystery which is almost seventy years 
old and despite researching existing Leyland paper records we cannot confi rm  the 
exact details. Now turn to page 29. 
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 Mike Sutcliffe continues the story - Part IX
THE FIRST COKE FIRED STEAM WAGONS

 In Leyland Torque No.19 we started to look at the earliest history of Leyland 
by retelling some short stories written by William Sumner just prior to his death in 
1947.  William Sumner’s memoirs were published in fi ve parts in Leyland Journal over 
50 years ago and again in 1966, and I have incorporated them into this series on the 
Early History of Leyland.  These are repeated word for word, without any adjustment 
for grammar etc. as this adds to the “fl avour” of the stories.  William Sumner was, 
of course, the younger brother of James Sumner who built the fi rst steam wagon of 
1884.
 This part of the early History of Leyland is basically about one steam wagon 
– the fi rst coke fi red wagon built by the Lancashire Steam Motor Co. and described as 
the “experimental wagon”, which was to become the forerunner of the “Class B” steam 
wagon. The story is split into 3 parts, the fi rst being William Sumner’s vivid description 
of taking the wagon to the Royal Agricultural Show at York (not sure whether this 
was 1900 or 1901), followed by a description of the wagon and its history taken from 
“An outline of the history of the Leyland Solid-Fuel Burning Steam Wagons” by 
Herbert Bath and Charles Lloyd and which forms part of the collection of the Road 
Locomotive’s Society portfolios. I met Charles Lloyd, who was from Liverpool, in 
the mid 1980s and he was an expert on the steam wagon builders of Lancashire, of 
which there were many.  He unfortunately died before my own knowledge of Leyland 
steam wagons is what it is today and many of the questions that I would like to have 
asked him will probably now never be answered.  A relation of his, uncle I think, was 
Herbert Bath who used to work for H. Viney & Co of Preston, and he was a driver 
of one of Viney’s large fl eet of Leyland steam wagons, some of which lasted until 
about 1932.  Herbert Bath knew the Leyland steam wagon inside out and not only 
remembered the large fl eet of Leyland steamers of the Road Carrying Co. (1902-
1906) but he also remembered the “experimental wagon”.  In 1968 Charles Lloyd 
prepared his “Outline of the History of Leyland Solid-Fuel Burning Steam Wagons” 
from notes he had compiled after speaking to Herbert Bath and in the second part of 
this article I have extracted the relevant points relating to the “experimental wagon”.   
The third part comments on the round-fronted Leyland steam wagons that followed 
the Belmont wagon.
    Bill Sumner’s Ride to York
 ‘In 1901, (1900 – see author’s note), the Lancashire Steam Motor Co. built its 
fi rst coke-fi red wagon, all previous ones had used oil fuel.  We worked overtime to 
have it ready for the Royal Agricultural Show which was being held at York that year.  
We loaded up with four steam lawn mowers, also for the exhibition.  There were two 
on the steam wagon and two on the trailer and we also carried a good supply of coke 
for fuel on the way.
 ‘I was the driver and my stoker was Charlie Wells, our fi rst premium apprentice, 
William Adamson better known as Billy Tricker was brakesman on the back of the 
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trailer and Mr Spurrier piloted us all the way to York on push cycle.  The roads were 
very dry and dusty in some places and when we stopped to take in water, old Billy 
Tricker stepped down from the trailer looking like a dusty miller. He had used his 
umbrella to keep off the dust and he looked a very comical fi gure indeed.  The journey 
was quite successful.  We stayed at Leeds the fi rst night and completed the journey 
on the second day.
 ‘There was no competition this year and no prizes to be won, but we had a good 
display with four steam lawn mowers working.  We also had a tent on the stand and 
Billy Tricker and myself decided to sleep in this because lodgings are so diffi cult to 
get at show time.  I went foraging around the cattle pens and lifted a nice bundle of 
straw which we used for our bed.  In the middle of the fi rst night I awoke feeling hot 
and stuggy.  I suspected old Billy’s feet to be responsible for the bad atmosphere, so 
I lifted one side of the tent, drew it inwards, and lowered it gently on his legs leaving 
his feet outside to sweeten.  Old Bill awoke in the morning complaining of cold feet 
for which he blamed me, but I protested he should not blame me if his feet wandered 
off in search of fresh air.  However, he was deeply offended and went off to town 
in search for lodgings, so I had the tent to myself for the next two nights, but on the 
third night I had just settled down when a policeman poked his head and his lamp 
into the tent.
 “What are ye doing there” says he in broad Irish dialect.
“Sleepin” says I in the same tone.
“Its against the law” says he.
“For why” says I.
“Don’t ye know” says he, “that only those with live stock are allowed to sleep on 
the ground”.
I replied that I didn’t know, but was very glad all the same that I had no live stock on 
me, and invited him to search me.
“Y’d know very well what I mean” says he “and you will have to come with me”. 
 ‘He was bigger than me so I went quietly.  He escorted me to the entrance 
gate and turned me adrift for the night. It was late now and to my discomfort it was 
beginning to rain.  I tried to scale the fence and creep back to my tent but found it 
impossible.  I had just decided that I would have to tramp about until morning when 
I spotted a light in a window and went straight for it.  It was a public house and I 
banged on the door and begged them to give me shelter for the  night, as usual they 
were full up but I explained my position to them so they kindly allowed me to sleep on 
a couch in the kitchen for the night.  During breakfast next morning I made enquiries 
about lodgings and a charwoman informed me that his (the landlord’s) daughter  had 
half a bed to let.  She directed me to the house and I was allowed to share a bed with 
a workman during the rest of the week.
 ‘When the show was over, we loaded up again and started for home.  Everything 
went well until we reached Todmorden.  Then our pilot Mr. Spurrier and our stoker 
Charlie Wells deserted and took train for home.  They seemed to have taken our luck 
with them for as we were entering Burnley both our feed and pumps failed and while 
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I was still struggling with the pumps the fusible plug blew and nearly put the fi re out.  
I quickly raked out the rest of the fi re and with remaining steam made a dash for a 
side street and there we had to park the wagon and trailer for the night.  Again I was 
faced with the problem of fi nding lodgings.  There is something very depressing about 
looking for lodgings at night-time; but our luck was in this time.  We got separate 
beds at a nice Inn close by.
 ‘When morning came, I had a diffi cult job to face, namely the fusible plug.  I 
had to take down the ash pan, remove the fi re bars and sit in the road with my head 
and shoulders up the fi re box.  In that position I struggled with the fusible plug, until 
all the corners were torn away, but it would not move.  What was I to do?  After 
considering the problem for some time, I hit upon a solution.  I went to a cotton mill 
close by and from the engineer borrowed a 3/8 inch Whitworth tap and wrench and 
a  3/8 inch setscrew.  With these I tapped out the hole and plugged it with set screws.  
It was no longer fusible, but it was watertight.  Young motor engineers know all 
about sparking plugs, but how many of them know anything about fusible plugs?  
To my surprise the pumps worked all right again and we had no diffi culty in refi lling 
the boiler; but I never found out why they failed me at that critical moment.  So we 
replaced the fi re bars and ash pan, raised the steam again and resumed our homeward 
journey, which was completed without any further incident and so ended my ride to 
York.
 ‘It is still fresh in my memory, but will not always remain so.  That is why I 
have transmitted it to paper.’  
(Author’s note – the date at the beginning was 1900 or even earlier regarding the development 
of the coke fi re wagon so, if the Royal Show at York was in 1901, which wagon went to York?)

The fi re-tube boiler, fi red by coke down a central tube, and designed in 1900 by Henry Spurrier 
Jnr.  It was capable of being dismantled by unbolting the top half from the bottom in order to 
clean its interior and to inspect the tubes.                              (Mike Sutcliffe collection)
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The “Experimental” 3-ton wagon of 1900, operated by Edward Deakin, Belmont Bleach Works 
near Bolton.  This was the fi rst wagon with the new coke-fi red boiler designed by Henry Spur-
rier Jnr.  It was registered BN 25 following the 1903 Act.          (BCVMA)  

    The Wagon at Belmont
 About the tenth steam wagon built by the Lancashire Steam Motor Co. was the 
3-ton “experimental” solid fuel burning steam wagon which would appear to have 
been produced in 1900. Some histories say that it was earlier than that date but this 
is unlikely as the oil-fi red vehicles of 1899 were of a totally different design.  Henry 
Spurrier Jnr. designed the fi re tube coke burning boiler in 1900 and it is known that 
the Vestry of Chelsea purchased 2 coke-burning “Leyland” wagons, one in August and 
one in September 1900.  The likely date new for the “experimental wagon” therefore 
seems to be early 1900.
 When built the “experimental wagon” had a curved front apron and a hinged 
sided body. It was sold to Edward Deakin of Belmont Bleach Works, Belmont, nr. 
Bolton, and following the fi rst registration of road vehicles in December 1903 it 
became BN 25 (one report says the number was BN 15, but this is unlikely – one of the 
problems with establishing correct facts with the history of Leyland is that so many 
errors have been published in the past, many by Leyland themselves, that it makes it 
exceedingly diffi cult for the historian to establish the true facts!).
 This wagon was of the layout of what was to become the orthodox undertype 
steam wagon and it led directly to the fi rst of the “Leyland” Class B wagons.  As fi rst 
built it had a small vertical fi re-tube boiler but this proved inadequate and was very 
soon burned through and discarded, in favour of a de Dion boiler which bore a brass 
plate reading “grand prix, Paris Exposition, 189? ”  In 1904 the wagon was sent to 
Leyland for overhaul and to be modifi ed to fall within the terms of the 1903 Act, and it 
returned with a boiler as fi tted to the 5-ton wagons of that date, i.e. a vertical fi re-tube, 
the de Dion boiler having suffered much the same fate as the earlier small fi re-tube 
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boiler. The apron and coke bunkers were altered at the same time to conform with the 
square pattern so long a feature of Leyland’s steam wagon practice; this resulted in 
an increase of 60% in the coke storage capacity.  The working pressure was 200lbs. 
psi. with the de Dion boiler and the safety valves were designed to blow off into the 
water tank.  On the later fi re-tube boiler they blew off into the smokebox as on later 
types.
 The engine was a two-cylinder double-acting compound engine with ringless 
piston valves outside, actuated by Stephenson’s link motion with launch-type links.  
James Sumner’s simpling arrangement was incorporated – this gave full simpling 
and consisted of a plug cock which was turned by the lifting of a handle (like that of 
a loop-handled spade).  Set low down by the driver’s left foot, drain cocks could be 
opened against a spring from the foot plate. A great improvement was made at the 
time of the 1904 overhaul, being the provision of the Wakefi eld sight-feed lubricator 
on the right hand bunker, which much reduced the troublesome wear in the ringless 
piston valves.
 The transmission was of the usual Leyland 4-shaft type providing 2 speeds, and 
the compensating gear was of the older Leyland type on a “long bolt” (compensating 
gear was the differential). No provision was made for locking the compensating 
gear.  Because of the diffi culty in obtaining a suitable casting, the crank and gear 
case was built up of plate and angle by Leyland’s foreman boiler maker, Thomas 
Williamson.
 As originally built the wagon had 2 feeds – an engine-driven “road pump” with 
bypass, and a Marsh steam-pump under the Fireman’s seat.  Eventually an injector 
was fi tted on the driver’s side of the boiler front, giving 3 separate feeds. The original 
wheels were of the wooden artillery type with 16 spokes with the bolt on hub as used 
on the 1899 steam wagons.  After modifi cation, those at the hind end were replaced 
by composite wheels, 2ft 10in diameter x 10in wide.  The artillery wheels as existing 
were retained at the front end, (Henry Spurrier Jnr. designed the composite wheel in 
1901 – more about that in a later episode).  As stated the wagon became BN 25, and was 
last heard of in a scrap yard in Oldham Road, Manchester some time after 1905.
    More 4 ton wagons with round-front aprons
 Following the success of the “experimental” Deakin wagon, approximately ten 
4-ton wagons were built with coke-fi red boilers and round-front aprons, in addition to 
the 3 oil-fi red wagons mentioned in part 8 of the Early History of Leyland (see Torque 
No.26).  The Vestry of Chelsea already had a Thornycroft steam wagon (No.1) and in 
August and September 1900 they took delivery of two “Leyland” 4-ton wagons, Nos. 
2 and 3, later to be registered A 753/752, and these were probably the fi rst production 
versions of this new model.  They again had a fabricated steel plate and riveted engine 
casing and 16-spoke wooden artillery wheels, and were fi tted with interchangeable 
platform or refuse wagon bodies.  They had long lives with what was to become 
the Borough of Chelsea and were both rebuilt by Leyland in 1908 with square front 
aprons. They then had high-sided tipper bodies and composite hind wheels together 
with Leyland Motors oval brass maker’s plates they were no doubt rebuilt in a similar 
fashion to the Deakin “experimental wagon”.
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The engine of the Deakin wagon with fabricated engine casing.  The striking rod for changing gear 
penetrates the centre of the 2nd motion shaft, seen just in front of the chain sprocket wheel.  
           

The fi rst production model 4-ton wagons continued to use a fabricated engine casing due to 
the diffi culty of obtaining castings – no doubt also made by the foreman boiler maker, Thomas 
Williamson.  There were detail differences since the “experimental” wagon.            

A nearside view of the engine, on the unidentifi ed oil-fi red wagon – see table on page 10 of Torque 
No.26 (the bottom wagon listed).  The two Ceylon Rapid Transport oil-fi red wagons were new in 
October 1901.              (All three photos from BCVMA) 
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 Space does not permit to give a detailed description of each of the other wagons 
here but there are two which I have not yet been able to trace properly with photographs: 
D.W. Goodwin & Co., Corn Merchants, Kidderminster had a wagon later registered 
AB 76 which was last licensed in October 1920 – an incredibly long life.  There is 
also reputed to have been a 1900 wagon owned by Mark Mayhew, the miller from 
Battersea (they also had a 1904 wagon No.4, B 1064, later re-registered A 7808).   
 Photographs exist of all of the other steam wagons with round front aprons, 
including John Hawkins & Sons, Green Bank Mills, Preston, No. 1, reputed to be 
a 5-tonner which was rebuilt with solid rubber tyres in 1909, a wagon for A. & W. 
Evans, Leicester, and the second “Leyland” wagon for Fox Bros. & Co., Wellington, 
Somerset.  This was possibly the last round-front apron “Leyland” wagon supplied, 
in October 1901, to replace the 1898 4-ton wagon, which was the fi rst wagon sold 
by the Lancashire Steam Motor Co.  The replacement lasted until being broken up in 
August 1908.
 In the next chapter of the Early History of Leyland we will look at the Class 
“B” steam wagons.  Clearly the success of the “experimental wagons” led to a fl ood 
of orders from which there was no turning back.

The same Chelsea wagon after being 
rebuilt in 1908 with a square front 
apron which allowed 60% more coke 
to be carried in its bunkers.  On over-
haul it received new and more substan-
tial wheels including composite hind 
wheels;  it also received the oval brass 
Leyland maker’s plates. 
       (Mike Sutcliffe collection)

This wagon was No.2 in the 
fl eet of the Vestry of Chelsea, 
later Borough of Chelsea.  It 
was supplied new in August 
1900 and was later registered 
A 753.         (BCVMA) 
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ABOVE:  The picture of Leyland’s Octopus tank transporter (Shop Wagon No.14) clearly shows 
that the rear axle was blanked-off, making it a 10x4.                    ( BCVMA)
BELOW: This TEW17 Octopus with Leyland van body is referred to on p.39, along with the 
machine above. Despite the streamlining, the legal maximum speed was 20 mph.     (BCVMA) 
        



 In March 1980, Leyland revealed one of the truck industry’s worst kept secrets 
to the press and dealer network.  The model was the Roadtrain although most peo-
ple knew of its existence by the code name T45, the codename for a range of heavy 
vehicles that would replace and rationalise all of the Corporation’s truck range at the 
time.  The existing product line up had been showing its age for some time, being 
based on the Ergomatic and G cabs developed decades before.  The new rationalised 
range was intended to return Leyland to a strong market position in response to the 
growing penetration of the domestic market by imported vehicles.  This year, 25 years 
on from the offi cial launch date, the T45 is beginning to acquire a following in the 
preservation movement as it was the last major model to be developed by Leyland 
and is regarded by many as the last true Leyland.
    Powertrain
 The standard engine for the Roadtrain came from the Leyland stable in the 
form of the TL12, which had been derived from the AEC 760 engine and fi rst used 
in the Marathon.  The variant used in the Roadtrain was retuned with a reduced rated 
speed to give lower noise and better fuel consumption.  The power output remained 
unchanged at 282 bhp (gross).  A power level of this order may not seem much by 
today’s standards of 400 hp and above, but at the time of introduction of the Roadtrain 
there were few vehicles with more than 300 hp.  With one eye on the future, a charge 
cooled version of the engine producing 325 bhp was under development by Leyland 
and AEC but work stopped when the decision was announced in 1982 to discontinue 
TL12 engine production and change to proprietary engines for the Roadtrain.  With 
the closure of AEC, the TL12 production line and tooling was moved from Southall 
and production re-started at Leyland.  The opportunity was also taken to improve 
the cylinder heads and carry out other work aimed at improving the durability and 
sealing of the engine. 

     12

An early Roadtrain prototype 
T45-04 undergoing ride devel-
opment testing. This shows the 
different front panel and grille 
from the production version.

All photographs accompanying 
this article are offi cial Leyland 
Vehicles pictures, now kept at 
the BCVMA, unless otherwise 
stated.
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 The chosen transmission caused a surprise when the model was announced, 
as the only gearbox offered was the Spicer SST-10 constant mesh unit.  Previous 
Leyland heavy trucks had used Eaton Fuller products such as the Roadranger.  The 
Spicer gearbox was chosen as it was a splitter box, rather than a range change unit, 
and so fewer lever movements were necessary, thereby reducing driver fatigue and 
allowing an unladen vehicle to be driven as a normal 5 speed transmission rather than 
skip-shifting.  In service, the Spicer gearbox was not universally popular with drivers 
and later on an Eaton Twin Splitter box was introduced as a production option.  

As part of the fi nal product validation, pre-production vehicles were placed with some selected 
operators. Texaco built up a large fl eet of Roadtrains over many years

    Cab System
 The cab was designed in conjunction with Ogle, the design consultancy, and the 
contract was awarded after a competition between several design companies and the 
in-house styling group.  The basic design was given the project number C40 and was 
designed as a modular system that allowed the production of many different variants 
from a small number of constituent parts.  This allowed sleeper/day, wide/narrow and 
low/high datum cabs to be produced from a minimum number of parts.  The basic 
cab design received a Design Council award.  
 In order to counter the public perception of lorries as large, threatening vehi-
cles, the styling concept was based upon a non-aggressive theme.  The absence of a 
large grille and the black panel below the windscreen resulted in a vehicle that looked 
smaller than it was.   Large fl at panel areas were good for aerodynamics but also gave 
space for operators to apply their own liveries and lettering.  The initial design and 
the development prototypes had horizontal grille slats in the front panel and smaller 
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indicators.  This was changed to vertical ‘sausage’ shapes for the production models 
and this styling theme using this shape was extended throughout the cab to include 
the side mouldings near the door catches, pedal rubbers and dashboard.  One exter-
nal feature that was tried in the styling studio late in the project was to incorporate a 
swage in the door panel that lined up with the door handle.  This tended to break up 
the clean lines of the cab side and did not feature on production models.
 The human factors research carried out for the National and Titan buses was 
used extensively in the cab design.  Particular examples being the unique trigger 
type handbrake lever which was less likely to be accidentally released than a more 
conventional design and the internal door handles.  These were designed with the 
handle integrated into the door arm rest and to open the door required the driver to 
grasp the door handle and giving him full control of opening the door, minimised any 
chance of the door being caught by the wind and/or damaged in confi ned spaces.  The 
instruments were all centrally grouped in front of the driver under a single piece of 
non-refl ective glass, an innovative idea that was later copied by ERF.  Logical arrange-
ment of the gauges was used to enable the driver to quickly identify any problems.  
The air, oil and water gauges were all the same base unit which simplifi ed servicing 
as only one part had to be stocked and this made fault identifi cation easier.
 Aerodynamics were a big factor in the design of the Roadtrain as the drag on 
a commercial vehicle at motorway speeds can be considerable and have a signifi cant 
effect on fuel consumption.  The commercial vehicles of the time had not been designed 
using any aerodynamic principles and at the time of introduction, the Roadtrain had 
the lowest drag coeffi cient in its class.  During the development, many hours were 
spent carrying out wind tunnel tests in the BAC tunnel used for Concorde.  Leyland 
claimed that the large radius used on the front corner panels would eliminate mirror 
fouling but in practice this was not entirely successful and a few operators fi tted air 
defl ectors to the front corners.  Tests also encompassed the interaction between tractor 
unit and trailer and several different concepts were evaluated.  The most cost effective 
were considered to be an under bumper spoiler and roof fairing when used with box 
van trailers and these were marketed by Leyland through the dealer network.  The 
roof fairing also continued the integrated styling theme by incorporating the same 
sausage shaped slots in the front face as those used in the front grille panel.  One of 
the fi rst large users were the supermarket chain Tesco who worked with Leyland on 
this package and built up a large fl eet of Roadtrains that were regularly seen around 
the country.
    Product development
 Leyland were very aware that the new product had to be developed to a level 
that would allow the vehicle to enter service with as few problems as possible and 
an extensive development programme was undertaken.  This included thousands of 
miles of vehicle testing on the road and test track as well as rigs to test individual 
parts, including engine and transmission components.  Ride development as well as 
durability testing were carried out using simulators as well as actual track testing 
with the complete vehicle mounted upon hydraulic platforms.  To see the complete 
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vehicle, including trailer and test weights, moving on these hydraulic rams over 6 feet 
in the air was always impressive.  At the time of the launch Leyland claimed that the 
ride was suffi ciently good so as not to require a suspension seat but an air suspension 
seat was fi tted to later models, possibly due to customer pressure.  One novel design 
feature was that the 5th wheel subframe supporting structure was incorporated into 
the design of the chassis frame.  This ensured that the loads imposed by the trailer via 
the 5th wheel were transmitted to the main chassis frame at the optimum locations 
thereby ensuring the optimum payload tolerance within C.&U. regulations and not 
affecting the basic ride qualities by uneven weight distribution.

 All of the development prototype vehicles carried disguise panels around the 
lower screen and cab windows to conceal the distinctive styling features of the cab 
from the prying eyes of the public and, more importantly, competitors.  However, the 
frequency that the vehicles were seen in and around the Leyland area made the disguise 
panels largely irrelevant.  I was privileged to be able to ride in one of the early proto-
types during my time at Leyland and I was immediately impressed with the quietness 
and smoothness of the ride when laden to the then maximum gross weight.     
 Part of our evaluation route included a section of the M62 and it soon became 

A large fl eet of demonstrator 
vehicles was available to show 
to prospective customers. This 
example was taking part in a 
very wet Leyland Festival.
            (G. Dwyer collection)

Aerodynamics played a large 
part in the development of the 
Roadtrain and the Company 
worked closely with Tesco to 
optimise the tractor/trailer 
air fl ow. Here JNM 921Y has 
the wording “Tesco Leyland 
Economy Vehicle” on the 
side.   (G.Dwyer collection)
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obvious that the performance of the loaded vehicle was above the average for that 
time.  It was interesting to observe the reaction of some of the drivers that we passed 
as the shape, even with the disguise panels fi tted, was not recognisable to them as a 
known production vehicle.  
 As part of the vehicle development programme, one prototype was sent to 
Canada for several weeks of cold climate testing.  During that programme the cold 
starting capabilities of the TL12 were tested to the limit and heater/demister devel-
opment tests were carried out.  Experience was also gained of operation with snow 
chains together with general experience at prolonged sub zero temperatures.

A Roadtrain operating in France. Leyland promoted Roadtrain heavily across Europe. This 
French-registered example makes its way through snow lined terrain.     (G. Dwyer collection) 
      Into Production
 To counter the reputation of launching underdeveloped vehicles, Leyland was 
acutely aware that this product had to be right when it entered the market.  An evalu-
ation programme, to gain in-service data of as many systems as possible, was put into 
place in advance of the fi nal specifi cation freeze for production.  Several Marathon 
tractor units were modifi ed to incorporate Roadtrain mechanical units, including the 
revised TL12 engine and Spicer gearbox, and these were loaned to selected opera-
tors for operational trials.  Near the end of the development programme, just before 
production was started, prototype Roadtrains were loaned to selected major custom-
ers for fi nal validation in service.  These were the fi rst complete vehicles that were 
operated without disguise but carrying no badges.  The best known operators were 
Texaco, who eventually built up a large fl eet of Roadtrains, and Taunton Cider.  Other 
vehicles were used by Leyland quality departments for fi nal validation tests.
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 The T45 was to be built in a completely new assembly facility at Leyland.  To 
ensure product quality from day one, a pre-production plant was set up to pilot build 
vehicles.  This enabled training of the assembly staff to be carried out in a more real-
istic environment and ensured that the start of production in the new assembly plant 
would be as smooth as possible.
 The cab was manufactured for Leyland by Motor Panels of Coventry and trans-
ported in primer to the Leyland Assembly Plant.  The cabs were painted and fi tted 
out at the Leyland Assembly Plant before being matched to their respective chassis 
on the production line.  A departure from previous practice was to offer factory paint 
fi nishes.  The standard cab colour was white and this was the colour applied to the 
majority of production vehicles but 5 other standard colours (blue, green, yellow, 
red, orange) were offered.  Another departure from previous practice was that rear 
mudguards were fi tted on line and 5th wheels were available as a factory fi tted option, 
thereby reducing the time for vehicles to enter service.
    Product Launch
The offi cial launch of the Roadtrain to the press was carried out at the NEC in Bir-
mingham early in 1980.  One hall was converted into an auditorium where customers 
were given a presentation on the development of the product and the features that 
it offered.  At the end of the presentation, a row of vehicles, complete with drivers 
in T45 promotional jackets, were lined up ready to give demonstrations.  This was 
clearly a strong message to potential customers that here was a serious product that 
would be available in quantity immediately after launch.  This was a major change 
from previous launches where only a few pre-production or demonstrator vehicles 
were available at launch.  The fi rst production Roadtrains were delivered to custom-
ers from April and May onwards and went to the larger companies such as Texaco, 
Shell, Mobil and BRS.  
 In the years following the launch of the Roadtrain, the remaining models of 
the range (Constructor, Cruiser and Freighter) were introduced, completely revising 
and updating the Leyland product line up. The Roadtrain was awarded the prestigious 
‘Truck of the Year’ in 1981 and this was an indication of the soundness of the basic 
product concept.  European versions were launched in countries such as France, 
Belgium, Spain and Portugal with others going further afi eld to Australasia. Further 
development of the Roadtrain was curtailed by the merger with DAF but the lighter 
variants were retained as the 45 and 55 series until relatively recently.
 Once a common sight and sound on the motorways of the UK, the T45 range 
of products are now fast becoming a rarity.  The demise of these vehicles has been 
hastened by the availability of newer designs and a good export market for second 
hand trucks such as the Carribean and Africa where simple vehicles are more suited 
to the operating environment.  Most of the remaining examples in commercial service 
are the DAF badged variants but still have the same distinctive shape.  Enjoy them 
whilst they are still around, they are the last of a long and distinguished heavy goods 
product line designed and developed at Leyland.
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Many T45s were exported to the Southern Hemishere. This one in New Zealand is at the front of 
an unusual (from the UK point of view) double-bottomed confi guration. (G.Dwyer collection) 
                

Leyland sponsored the Williams Formula I team in the early 1980s, and the Company used this 
to promote its products. Here is the demonstrator which is also seen on the front cover.
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Edited by Wilf Dodds. All correspondence to the Editor, Mike Sutcliffe. 

  101. Olympian designation (Torque Nos.22-25)
       Gerald Truran of Glastonbury writes that he was apprenticed to Western Welsh in 
the period 1952-58 and one of his duties was to check chassis and engine numbers of 
new deliveries. His notes show that both Olympics and Olympians carried the usual 
Weymann disc in the cab with L or LW number, and a Leyland plate on the frame 
stamped in the format L65/511141 (on Olympic FUH 404) or LW2/534274 (Olympian 
JUH 469). The former, he says, was coded HR44 and the latter HR44/96, so perhaps 
the two models had the same designation?  Gerald does not, however, say whether 
the designations were on the Leyland plates as well as the body/chassis numbers. 
Another alternative appears in Gavin Booth’s “Demonstration Buses” (1985) wherein 
Olympian TPH 996, subsequently sold to Jones, Aberbeeg, is listed as LW44.

Western Welsh Olympian LW2, JUH 469;  note that the bodies on the later WWOC Olympians had 
deeper windows, more like the standard Weymann bodies on Tiger Cubs.  (R.H.G.Simpson)

  106. Gloucestershire Tearoom (Torque Nos.24,25)
        Nothing further to report on the history of the actual “tearoom” Tiger but both 
Bob Kell and Peter Greaves of Hook, Hampshire, cite the Tiger depicted on page 23 
of Torque No.25 as CK 4447, latterly a caravan at Ellington, Northumberland until 
1973 before passing via Ted Heslop of Acomb and David Hoare of Chepstow to Jas-
per Pettie of Edinburgh, for spares. The identity is clearly vouched by a photograph 
by Thomas Knowles (see overleaf). Bob says the body was  a “modernised” Leyland 
and the fi rst three nearside windows do correspond with those of the 1931 body (as 
does the cab front). There is a three-year gap in this vehicle’s history between 16/1/40 
when sold by Ribble and 1943 when it was recorded with Manchester NFS; the prob-
ability is that it was with the NFS from mid-1940. 
  108. Left-hand drive Tigers
 No response to this, but an illustrated article is planned for a future edition. 
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   109. Palestinian Titan (Torque No.26)         
        The Editor points out that this unique vehicle, the only pre-war Leyland-built 
metal-framed body with right-hand platform, has featured already in the Society’s 
publications, Leyland Journal No.1 (p.10) Torque No. 6 (p. 39).

An armoured escort for 
the Palestinian Titan 
TD4, when first sent 
out in 1936. 

(The World’s Carriers)

   110.  Trolleybuses in build  (Torque No.26)
          David Harvey thinks he can shed some light on the photograph on Page 21 
of Torque No.26: ‘In my book Birmingham Trolleybuses 1922-51, I used a copy of 
the same picture as supplied by Mr Collinge, of the Ribble Enthusiasts Club, some 
years before his death. TJ 939 was a strange beast living a short twilight existence.  
The reference on page 123 suggests that it was perhaps ‘run-in’ on the South Lancs 
system. It was painted in full B.C.T livery and numbered 17 (with the chassis number 
1654).  TJ 939 was demonstrated between 11/3/1933 and 31/7/1933 and then returned 
to Leyland Motors.  Now as far as I can see it only operated on the Nechells service 
in a non-passenger carrying capacity, being operated from Washwood Heath depot as 

This picture of the “Tea-
Room” Tiger identifi es it as 
CK 4447. (See item No.106 
on previous page)

                (T.W.Knowles)
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a driver trainer (though there is a press photo taken  9/9/1933 with “NECHELLS  7” 
at the blind and what could be passengers on the top deck!).  TJ 939 went back at the 
end of July 1933 and it is surprising that it did not stay longer, as the order for the 50 
Leyland TTBD2s with metal-framed MCCW H33/25R bodies (17-66, OC 1117-66) 
was placed in May 1933, being announced on the day that Perry Bar bus garage was 
opened.  The fi rst of the 17-66 batch was tested on the Old Square terminus of  route 
7 in October 1933, but a photograph has recently come to light taken at the MCCW 
on 13/11/1933 which shows three of these Leylands approaching completion.
 ‘TJ 939 appears to have been kept at Leyland until it was demonstrated, still in 
full BCT livery, to Nottingham Corporation between 5/9/1935 and 9/9/1935 – four 
days. See photograph page 110 by G.H.F. Atkins and the details on page 123 of my 
book and attached sheets.  In TJ 939’s 1933 visit of 5 months it covered 5258 miles.
 ‘It then returned to Birmingham on 25/5/1936 apparently with a different motor 
(65hp GEC WT 254c) and was numbered 68.  It was passed for service on 9/7/1936 
and ran until 30/9/1937 and for 21 days there were two 68s in the fl eet – the other 
being the brand new 68 (COX 68) a Leyland TB5.  During this second visit TJ 939 ran 
a total of 24552 miles and circumstantial evidence suggests that it was used on the 
Nechells route rather than the Coventry Road service, which opened on 7/1/1934.
 ‘The photograph of TJ 939 at Leyland’s trolleybus assembly plant is the only 
one I’ve seen with it carrying the fl eet number 68.   As the picture was taken at the end 
of March 1936, as stated at the end of section 110 in Torque, the London Transport 
chassis must have been from the D2 Class (not D3).’
    111.  8.6 litre engine power output (Torque No.26)
         Richard Perry of Southampton writes to say that the correct rated power is 93-94 
bhp at 1800 rpm. Earlier 8.1 litre variants seem to have been rated at 88 bhp at 1800 
rpm and he has found a reference in a 1937 publication (High Speed Diesel Engines by 
A.W. Judge, published by Chapman Hall) to a supercharged experimental 8.6 litre engine 
achieving 125 bhp at 2000 rpm - at which rate he surmises that it rapidly fell apart 
due to crankshaft torsional vibration, not to mention gasket problems!
 He relates running a 1938 8.6 engine on a test bed at Southampton University 
in 1971, which gave 85 bhp. The engine, though not new, had had a “top overhaul”, 
and Richard comments that this shortage of power would not be too atypical for the 
sort of exaggeration indulged in by manufacturers before modern international stand-
ards came in!  At these rated conditions, with the specifi ed fuel delivery of 16ml/200 
shots, the air/fuel ratio was about 17:1 and any further increase of fuelling resulted in 
excessive black smoke. The Achilles heel of the pot chamber arrangement is the use 
of 180 degrees shrouded inlet valves to obtain the necessary high swirl. This resulted 
in a volumetric effi ciency of only 72 per cent  at 1800 rpm – hence the restriction on 
fuel delivery and power output.                        
   112.  Millburn Motors Limited (Torque No.26)   No responses yet.
   113 . Titan PD1 chassis designations (Torque No.26, page 23)
         This item was numbered 111 in error last time.  Roy Marshall of Burnley recalls 
collecting advertising material and chassis frame numbers when the PD1 fi rst entered 
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service and says all PD1s were “D1”. He only recalls the introduction of the PD1A.
  A further look at the PSV Circle publications reveals that the  Line Numbers 
for the whole home PD1 range were in the form D1, D2, D3 etc (i.e. the model as 
such was not shown) up to 1802, with the remainder unprefi xed, and overseas chassis 
frames had Line Numbers OD1, OD2, OD3 etc. 
    114. Ribble White Ladies
       Having reacquainted himself with ex-Ribble “White Lady” 1248, DCK 219, at 
the King Alfred New Year running day, Peter Greaves of Hook wonders if anyone 
has a record of what gearbox was fi tted to and what was the rear axle ratio of this 
1950/51 batch of Titan PD2/3 East Lancs coaches or, indeed of the 30 similar 1948 
PD1/3 Burlingham batch? He also asks about the respective unladen weights, ‘on 
which subject, having scoured numerous records and photographs of all 50, I have 
failed to fi nd anything clearly showing these. The relevant U.W. fi gures are imme-
diately ahead of the platform doors on both batches and, whilst I can say the BRN 
series were around 73/4 tons, the only fi gure I can positively quote is 7-19-1 for BRN 
274 after sale to Austin, Woodseaves, by which time it had been reseated from 49 to 
53. An uplift of 3-4 cwt simply in replacing luggage pens by seats seems unlikely, 
though. Any ideas?
(Ron Phillips confi rms from personal records that the Burlinghams were 7-19-1 and 
the East Lancs versions were 8-2-0 when new. A few, in later life, put on some weight, 
usually just a couple of hundredweights ! )

Ribble 1232 (DCK 203) with E. Lancs bodywork is seen on express service.   (R.H.G.Simpson)

    115. Non-coded Chassis Models
       John Humphrey of Sevenoaks, noting the lack, as yet, of a defi nitive answer on 
the code for the Olympian (see 101 above), asks if there was ever a Leyland code for 
the two Routemaster prototypes on Leyland running units? Was there one also for 
prewar  Tigresses (before they were classifi ed as LTB3 from 1934)? Finally was any 
distinction made, prewar, to indicate whether petrol or diesel engines were fi tted to 
e.g a TD4 or, for that matter, when a petrol engine was replaced by a diesel? 
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    116.  Leyland Overseas
 John Shearman has asked if any member has any information on the Ashok 
(India) Leyland Chassis Number sequences please; similarly it would be interesting to 
learn of the chassis number allocations for Leylands built in other overseas factories 
such as Ashdod (Israel) and in South Africa, Tehran, etc.   It may be that all other 
overseas Leyland plants (e.g. Iran, South Africa, Southern Rhodesia, Australia and 
New Zealand, and South America (where else?) merely assembled ckd chassis and 
therefore used the UK series of chassis numbers.  Not enough is known about the 
subject.  This might provide scope to raise the whole matter of overseas built Leylands 
for discussion articles in Leyland Torque.  Do we have a list of overseas Leyland 
plants with their dates of production and the models built? – this would make a very 
interesting story which is an overlooked aspect of the total Leyland history.
    117. Gardner-engined Leylands
        We have hitherto (Food for Thought No.100 in Torque Nos.21-23), considered 
what was the fi rst installation of a Gardner engine in a Leyland lorry.  Ron Phillips has 
located a photograph showing the installation, from new, of a Gardner 5LW diesel 
engine in a Southern National  6-wheel Tiger TS7D of 1937(from the batch registered 
ETA 233-38. There were six of these used exclusively at Weymouth for the Portland 
route. Does anyone remember riding in these vehicles?  Many TD1 Titans later had 
Gardner 5LWs installed – was it an easy job to fi t these, and how did the 5LW match 
up to the Leyland gearbox and rear axle? 

A view taken by Leyland Motors of a Gardner 5LW engine mounted in a Leyland Tiger TS7D.
The chassis were towed to Manchester for the installation of the engines and returned to Leyland 
for inspection before being set to the coachbuilders. The date is April 1937.               (BCVMA)



A NEW DELIVERY TO J.FISHWICK & SON, LEYLAND, IN 1937   
25

This photograph was taken in May 1937 to mark the arrival of four new Leyland Titan TD5s with Burlingham bodies in the Fishwick fl eet. The four double deckers are Nos.21,19,18 and 20 as seen in this line-up outside 
the Fishwick Garage at Golden Hill. As a contrast, a recently refurbished Leyland Lion, No.25 (TE 2331) has been posed alongside.   The previous delivery of double deckers for this fl eet had archaic looking timber-framed 
lowbridge bodies based on the Leyland Titan TD1 design, but these new machines have Burlingham timber-framed bodies built to the specifi cation of the Ribble Chief Engineer, Captain Betteridge. Although of attractive 
appearance, these bodies did not achieve longevity. The premises depicted are still in use, and the Company will celebrate its centenary in 2007.                                     (BCVMA) 
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Edited by Bob Kell.  All correspondance to the Editor, Mike Sutcliffe

Some new correspondents among contributors this time, Roger Barton, Don Bate, Gerry Bixley, 
Maurice Doggett, Mike Fenton, Peter Greaves, John Hunt and Michael Plunkett.  Many thanks to 
all.   Regarding the Birch Bros. double deck Lion, we have had a good response and feel that we 
should have an “Odd Bodies Special” on Birch Bros.  Are you are able to contribute any further 
information and photographs? 
 Two Royal Tigers (Torque No.24)
Mike Fenton gives details of a third Leyland bodied by Churchill – Comet CPO1 
chassis no.493548, SRF 204, for Stallington Hall Hospital.
 Scottish Aviation, DFR 362 (Torque No.24)
Wilf Dodds notes that the text reference ‘PS’ DRN 562 which has been cropped out 
of the ‘DFR 362’ photograph is not a PS at all but a Tiger TS6 (5071) with an Ormac 
body of March 1951. This was‘new’to Preston Embee Motors Ltd. but was actually 
a rebuild of former Oldham Corporation no.19 (BU 8255) originally TS6c with Roe 
B32F body. Wilf would like to see a full photograph of DRN 562  (any offerings?) 
 Cosy Coaches, “Leyland Tiger”, UU 9161 (Torque No.25)
Michael Plunkett agrees that the coach body shown was probably of Harrington con-
struction from 1930/31 which had been modernised with new panels and metal rain 
louvres. If it had originally been constructed on a Leyland chassis it would have had 
a ‘bulge’ under the windscreen.  
 Paton Bros. Renfrew Ferry, Leyland TS8, EUW 57 (Torque No.25)
Apologies. The registration number of the donor vehicle for this Alexander body was 
CSF 235 and the body was B35R in which condition it remained with Patons.
 Wm. Hankinson, Salford, GX 2693 (Torque No.25)
Mike Fenton sees no reason to doubt the Plaxton attribution for the body shown and 
considers Wilks (no ‘e’) & Meade most unlikely as the builder.
 Marrison, Cudworth, Yorks, CK 4189 (Torque No.25)
Michael Plunkett suggests that CK 4189 still bore its original body which had been 
extensively renovated with new sliding door, side panels and roof. Original cab and 
bulkhead windows remained.
 S. Ledgard, Armley, Leyland TS1, UA 8730 (Torque No.26)
Don Bate gives a full history of this Tiger TS2 (60749) which was new in June 1929. 
C.H.Roe built a pair of 29-seat coaches with full-length (including the cab) canvas 
roofs. They were, however, unpopular vehicles with both passengers and crew and 
in 1933 they were sent to Willowbrook for updating while retaining the existing 
framework. A panelled roof, outswept skirt panels and revised windows were fi tted. 
The cab front and windscreen appear to be original. Maurice Doggett states that the 
coach passed to Ledgard subsidiary B.& B.Tours of Bradford in February 1936, pass-
ing to the Ministry of Supply in 1943 and the Board of Trade in 1946. It appears to 
be photographed  with E.Stephens of Tredegar who bought it in February 1948 and 
passed it on to Lees Motorways of Worksop in July 1949. It became a caravan with 
Hales Haulage of Peterborough in 1950.
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 Leyland Tiger, FTJ 818 (Torque No.26)
Both Peter Greaves and Maurice Doggett identify the body as a product of Strachans 
and very similar to those built on AEC Regal chassis in the late-1930s for Valliant 
Direct Coaches of Ealing. But is it actually an ex-Valliant body?  No-one has identi-
fi ed the chassis (presumably a TS Tiger) and as a Lancashire registered FTJ from late 
1945 into 1946, this could be a re-registration of a chassis which lost its identity after 
requisitioning during the War. These vehicles quite often crop up with ‘odd bodies’; 
is there any listing of such Leylands?  (See also Letters, page 41.)
 New Items - Lincolnshire Road Car, Leyland Lion, TL 4315 
Perhaps unusual to show what appears to be a standard 1930s BEF body on this Lion 
but the same vehicle is depicted in ‘Classic Leylands’ with a Bracebridge full-front 
coach body. What happened, and where did this body come from? 
           

 

 Leyland Tiger, MRE 910
John Hunt photographed this Tiger in Sheffi eld in 1951. The body is very odd but 
have we seen the coachbuilder before? Like FTJ 818, MRE 910 appears to be a re-
registered chassis. Does anyone know the history and operators of this coach?

M.Fenton collection
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 Morrell’s Leyland Cub KP3, AUC144
A handsome Cub of 1933 ( 1563) but what coachwork is fi tted and was Morrell a 
London operator? See overleaf, another photo from Mike Fenton’s collection. 

 

 Howarth, Leyland Tiger TS1, FV 360
I doubt if I have seen a sadder vehicle in bleaker surroundings than this 1929 Tiger 
(60541)  long past its glamour days on Blackpool front. Presumably some dubious 
modernisation of the bodywork has taken place in the 1940s, but what and where?

 Rowe of Cudworth, Yorks. Leyland Tiger OD 2290
Is it Barnsley bus station where this ex-Devon General Tiger is collecting passengers? 
The bus had a Weymann body in Devon, but what has replaced it in this view?
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 The picture reproduced below reveals something we did not know. Central 
SMT L66 (VD 4434), a TD4 on chassis number 6671 was new in March 1935 with an 
all-metal “Vee-front” Leyland body. However, it is seen here carrying a 1938-1939 
style Leyland body which means one of two things: either it was in such bad condition 
a year or two after construction that Leyland fi tted it with a new body in 1938-1939 
as was also done to (at least) some S.Ledgard and Middleborough “Vee-fronts”, or 
it was rebodied as shown in the post-war period, which is less likely. Allan Condie, 
who sent us the picture, writes:
 ‘Although the body has the later rear end (i.e.1938 onwards) with more curved 
rear dome, the window pans are square all round, as it would seem all the Central 
SMT bodies of the period were. Now I always thought with the revised body style 
they went on to window pans with rounded bottom edges, indeed all the Alexander 
TD5s were like that. Was there a transitional period I have somehow missed when 
the new rear dome was used with the old style windows ?
 ‘Incidentally, the wartime Daimler behind L33 was fi tted with a Leyland E181 
engine and gearbox, as were all 10 of Central’s Daimlers in the early 1950s.’ 
  

 Now this raises a number of issues. Did L33 go back to Leyland c1938 in such 
poor condition that Leyland were obliged to replace the “Vee-front” body as part of 
the campaign change to rectify the early bodies? We have searched the records, but 
as such work (nominally a rebuild at Leyland’s own expense) would not be invoiced 
nor charged, there is no reference to it, although we know that the Ledgard and Mid-
dlesborough replacement bodies were done about this time and Burnley received a 
free sample body on TD5 chassis. Secondly, the fi tting of Leyland engines into the 
wartime Daimlers is something else of which we have no record. Would these have 
become CWL6? Did they sound like PD1s?

          (R.Grieves collection)



 The article on Parry Thomas and the Leyland Petrol-Electrics published in the 
Leyland Society Journal No.6 has aroused some interesting comments as to how the 
transmission might have worked, and also how the controls may have been operated 
by the driver.
 My 1908 Leyland “X type” has the same 35hp engine as the Parry Thomas 
experimental Leyland and probably a similar back axle ratio.  This enables the machine 
to travel comfortably in top gear at anything between 5mph and 26mph on the level.  
However, when climbing hills, or accelerating when fully laden, you clearly need 
more power than the engine will give at its low revolutions at between 5 and 11mph 
in top, let alone between standstill and 5mph, i.e. these ranges being covered by 
fi rst, second and third gears in a conventional four speed gearbox.  This is where the 
electro-mechanical transmission of the Thomas system came into play.  Possibly the 
“sort of differential gear” in the fl ywheel allowed the engine to rev much higher than 
would be necessary for top gear (direct drive) and the excess energy was transmitted 
to the dynamo which in turn generated electricity to the electric motor which was 
fastened directly to the cardan shaft (propshaft).  This would allow the engine to 
develop its maximum revs and torque (just as in the case of the Tilling-Stevens) at 
lower road speeds until an acceptable speed was reached, by which time the vehicle 
could be driven in what we would normally term top gear and with no need for any 
extra electrical power.
 The main puzzle is the statement that “not over 50% of the power is transmitted 
electrically”, in other words, how did it work?   My own initial thoughts, set out in 
very simplistic terms, were as follows.  Looking at the position of the cone clutch, it 
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continued by Mike Sutcliffe 
with contributions from Richard Perry, Bill Thornycroft & Chris Taylor

The “electrical machinery” and driving controls of the Thomas electro-mechanical system in 
the Leyland “X2 Bus” 4 ton chassis (with joggled frame). See diagram on facing page, shown 
the opposite way round              (The Commercial Motor)



seemed that the driver may press down the clutch pedal to disengage drive when the 
vehicle was stationary and, while it was stationary, the clutch may have to remain 
depressed (presumably by some other mechanical device).  When the vehicle was 
in motion, or about to set off, the clutch pedal may be let up and the engine would 
be connected directly to the back axle and therefore the driving wheels.  This would 
be in direct drive, i.e. top gear, so, why would the engine not stall if the vehicle was 
stationary or going very slow?   Anyway, enough of this speculation, Richard Perry 
has come up with the answers in a very well thought out explanation, if a bit technical 
for the “simple-minded” such as myself.   He has also detected potential problems 
with the system, and his notes and diagrams are repeated below, exactly as written:
   Some general points  (from Richard Perry)
(a) There may be a difference between the layout shown on page 3 of the Leyland 
Society Journal  No.6; and the Leyland version shown on page 8, although this may 
be only  due to limitations of the sketch on page 3.  The engineering drawings on 
page 8 defi nitely show a discontinuity in the main shaft, which ends at a support 
bearing just after the clone clutch; it is possible that the sketch on page 3 indicates 
that the shaft (H) is in one piece.  In this case the electric motor rotor (C) would be 
clutched onto H by clutch S.  This would not affect the function of the transmission 
greatly – chiefl y it would mean that there is no true ‘neutral’, which would result in 
the generator being positively driven when the engine was idling, for instance.
(b) Details of the fl exible coupling (D) on the Leyland drawing are not clear, but 
it is possible that there is a fl exible coupling for both the inner (B) and outer shafts 
– this would certainly be desirable to allow for chassis fl exure.
(c) In order to calculate the gearing. The sun and planet gear diameters have been 
measured from the Leyland diagram (always a dangerous technique!).  It is probable 
that Sun 1 and Planet 2 are the same diameter and Sun 2 and Planet 1 are the same 
diameter.  If we guess 6DP gears and reasonable tooth numbers, we arrive at 33 teeth 
for Sun 1 (& Planet 2) and 21 teeth for Planet 1 (& Sun 2).  This would make the overall 
diameter of the fl ywheel about 211/2 inches, which is close to the actual diameter of 
203/4 inches of the X.35hp engine fl ywheel. (As measured on Mike’s X2 bus).
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    Basic Modus Operandi
(a) With the vehicle at rest and the engine running, the generator and electric motor 
would be free and idling.  The cone clutch is engaged, coupling the output to Sun 1, 
which would then come to rest and the generator would be accelerated to a higher 
speed than the engine because of the epicyclic gear.
(b) The engine throttle is opened and the generator speed increases; the electrical 
power is fed to the motor; the vehicle accelerates.  As the vehicle (and motor) speed 
increases for a constant engine speed, the generator speed falls inversely because of the 
differential action of the compound epicyclic gear. Hence 100% of the power comes 
initially from the electrical system, but as the road speed increases, the generator 
slows, reducing the electrical output.
(c) When the generator speed matches the main shaft (output) speed, the dog clutch 
is engaged. This locks the epicyclic unit and from that point the electrical system is 
inoperative, though both the generator and motor are positively driven at engine/main 
shaft speed.
(d) On encountering a gradient, the dog clutch can be disengaged, restoring the 
electrical component of the drive.  Bringing the vehicle to rest, the dog clutch would 
have to be disengaged before the engine reached idle speed, but otherwise there would 
be no complexities.
    Other Possible Modes of Operation
(a) The dog clutch could be engaged with the vehicle at rest and the system would 
behave in the traditional (Tilling-Stevens) mode with 100% of the tractive effort being 
provided by the electric motor, supplied by the generator driven at engine speed.  
(b) With the engine at rest, the dog clutch could be engaged and battery power 
supplied to the generator to start the engine.
(c) With the engine stopped, the cone clutch could be engaged and battery power 
supplied to the motor to provide low-speed manoeuvring.
    The Problems
(a) Calculations of the gear ratios of the epicyclic system reveal what could be 
a major drawback of the system: when the engine is running, the vehicle stationary 
and the cone clutch is engaged, Sun 1 stops and the generator is accelerated, but it is 
rotating in the opposite direction to the engine and output shaft when that starts to turn.  
As the vehicle speed increases for a fi xed engine speed, the generator slows down 
to a stop-then starts to accelerate in the same direction as the engine and main shaft.  
Because of the loss of generator output as the speed reduces (in reverse direction), 
the system would probably not be able to pass through this transition speed to where 
the generator is again giving an output (with switched polarity!).  In any case, the 
characteristic would mean an increasing percentage of electrical power with increasing 
speed, which is not a requirement of the design.
(b) The graph shows a lower bound of 300 rev/min engine speed (lowest speed for 
wide open throttle operation?), and an upper bound of 1500 rev/min engine speed.  
Note that in both cases, the generator speed reaches zero at approximately half the 
engine speed (890 & 180 rev/min respectively), which would provide the characteristic 
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quoted on page 3 of the Journal article that “at half top speed, also electrical machinery 
did not take part in the driving of the vehicle”.
(c) The only way to make a smooth transition from indirect (electrical) to direct 
(mechanical only) drive would be to close the engine throttle and allow its speed 
to fall. As the engine speed falls for a fi xed output speed, the epicyclic gear would 
cause the generator speed to rise in the correct direction until it matched the output 
speed.  This transition is marked on the graph.  This would make engaging the dog 
clutch about as skilful a task as using a conventional ‘crash’ gearbox – nowhere as 
straightforward as has been implied by 2(c)!
(d) The system would provide normal engine braking when in direct drive.  When 
in indirect drive, braking would be provided only if the generator could be loaded 
electrically by battery charging or a bank of resistors: otherwise the generator speed 
could become excessive without providing signifi cant retardation.  See the operating 
line marked ‘overrun’ on the graph.
(e) It is not possible to fully evaluate the Thomas system for a particular vehicle 
unless information is available on the tractive effort curve; the engine performance 
curve; the actual electrical control gear sequencing; the generator and motor 
characteristics and confi rmation of the gear sizes.

(Thank you for this very detailed response Richard – Ed.)
 Bill Thornycroft wishes to take issue on the comparison with and reference 
to the Tilling Stevens petrol-electrical and hills – I know that Barry’s TS7 and my 
TS3 don’t like hills but I am sure there is something wrong with them.  We know 
that Worthing Motor Services/Southdown used them up to High Salvington which 
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LN9894, the “X2 Bus” test chassis, climbing River Hill, Sevenoaks with a full load of three tons 
and eight passengers at the end of April 1911.  Note that the chassis frame has become banana 
shaped as a result of the vigorous testing!           (The Commercial Motor)

involves a very long, steep hill with a crossing of the main (now A27) road half way 
up.  The Tillings were the main fl eet of the Thomas Tilling in Brighton which has 
many steep hills. I spoke to an old man some years ago who remembered them in 
Brighton and he said “they got very slow on the hills – you thought they’d stopped 
– but they hadn’t!”
 I suggest that they did in fact go up hills but rather slowly – the North Western 
Road Car Tilling TS6 certainly will go up the side of a house.  This is probably the 
only one that is electrically correct amongst those presently running.  North Western 
used them over the Pennines and the complaint of the drivers was the lack of engine 
braking – not the going up!
 The reason they may have been used mainly on fl at routes where there was a 
choice, was probably due to the higher petrol consumption, as this would have been 
very high when going up hills, with the engine revving fast and the bus moving at 
perhaps, one mile per hour!
 Also, I remember the searchlight lorry went up an incredibly steep ramp when 
being loaded after Tilling Day at Amberley.  Yet again, I never heard of any hill trouble 
with the ex London Fire Brigade Tilling that Mr Hughes has.
 Finally, Chris Taylor sent in numerous notes on Parry Thomas and they 
will prove very useful for future articles on Thomas’ involvement with Leyland 
Motors.  Chris has the answer to the riddle of the Thomas Petrol-electric rail-car 
illustrated on pages 10 and 11 of Journal No.6.  It was built for the New Zealand 
Government Railways and the V8 engine was built by Messrs Tylor of London, with 
the V at 60 degrees.  It had a bore of 7in and stroke of 8in, rated at 200hp, and was 
photographed on trial on track belonging to the Midland Rail, Carriage & Wagon 
Works, Birmingham.
 Since writing the original article several more reports of tests of the Leyland 
Thomas petrol electrics have been discovered in “Commercial Motor” and “Motor 
Transport” and any reader who is interested in seeing these should contact the Editor.  
Any further comments on the subject would be most welcome.
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ALAN PRITCHARD concludes his story of the Warrington PD2/40 Specials
 In part one of this article (See Torque 25) I explained the diffi culties faced 
by the drivers of buses on Warrington Corporation’s East-West cross-town routes.  I 
now take the story a little further and come to the real subject of this piece: the last 
7ft 6in wide PD2s BED722-733C, but before doing this it is necessary to give a little 
more information on the upper picture on page 33 of Torque 25 .  This was taken 
in the days when Sankey Street was still two-way and shows PD2/22 No.105 east-
bound and pulling away from the kerb to avoid taking his near side rear wheel over 
the apex of the ‘dog-leg’ bend mentioned in the caption; presumably having slowed 
right down to pass the lorry receding into the distance. This view clearly shows why 
8ft wide vehicles were unsuitable in this street and why the subjects of the title were 
purchased.  As an aside the road can be seen to rise behind No.105, and just hidden 
on the right is Marks & Spencer’s store situated on the highest ground in central 
Warrington.  
 The 12 PD2/40 Specials were ordered in 1964 and cost £5800/3/3 (£5800.16) 
each - £2438/3/3 for the chassis and £3361 for the 64 seat front entrance East Lancs 
bodywork.  £5800 wasn’t a great deal more than Warrington paid for my Foden PVD6 
in 1956 but nowadays would hardly pay for a set of seats – admittedly for a vehicle 
with a greater capacity!  They were delivered in the period April to July 1965 and had 
chassis numbers ranging from L40095 to L40524 ( see the list overleaf ) Although 
these numbers are in the normal Leyland series, what I don’t know is where these 
chassis were assembled.  Being non-standard at the time is it possible that they were 
built at Chorley?  Can anyone give a defi nitive answer please?
 East Lancs body numbers were 6268 to 6279 inclusive, but fl eet and registra-
tion numbers were not in either chassis or body number order.  As mentioned in Part 
One they were built to the maximum length permissible under the Construction & 
Use Regulations which impose severe limitations on total overhang in relation to 
wheelbase.  Obviously the extra length compared with a 27ft PD2 was all contained 
in the rear overhang and this is clearly shown in Ron Phillips’ picture (on the next 
page) of the preserved No.50 taken at the Warrington Corporation Centenary Day in 
2002.  The photograph also gives an indication of the narrowness when compared 
with the adjacent 8ft 21/2in wide Olympian.  Having replaced rotten wood at the rear 
of No.50 I can vouch for the fact that the East Lancs. draftsmen ‘got their sums right’ 
when redesigning the metal framing to cope with the extra overhang, as there was no 
visible sign of movement or sag in the body.
 Not very long after these buses were delivered Sankey Street became one-way 
eastbound and the reason for their purchase effectively vanished.  They did though 
have fairly full lives with Warrington Corporation as the fi rst three withdrawals weren’t 
until 1978, but most soldiered on into the early 1980s.  Five went for scrap but two 
(43 & 51) were sold for further service in the UK whilst No. 46 departed for France 
in November 1980 via the well known bus dealer Ensign, and no less than four have 
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survived into preservation:  41, 48, 49 & 50.  No.50 is a vehicle for which I admit 
to having a soft spot as not only was I instrumental in obtaining it for preservation, 
after it had been formally handed over to our Chairman by Councillor Jim Hayes at 
the Corporation depot, I drove it to Burtonwood airbase (The then home of what is 
now St.Helens Transport Museum.) with him still wearing his Mayoral chain.  (This 
caused a problem for the Mayor’s Offi cer, whose responsibilities include the chain’s 
safekeeping.  He had to drive close behind me in the Mayoral car and try to avoid 
becoming separated; thankfully he succeeded and avoided a P45!)  However, they 
both got their ‘reward’ by having a few driving lessons in No.50 once we’d arrived 
at Burtonwood – Oh happy days!    

Preserved No.50  is seen at Warrington’s Wilderspool Garage. This picture clearly shows the 
length of the rear overhang. Adjacent is an ex Arriva Olympian, WBT No.71. (Ron Phillips)

 Such is the story of a bygone era which can-
not be recreated as virtually all the town centre is 
now pedestrianised (Horrible word!)  There must 
surely be many other such stories waiting to be 
put down on paper so, on behalf of the editorial 
team, can I ask that all budding writers please put 
pen to paper now before the memories get too dim 
or are lost for ever.  
 Don’t be afraid or too worried if your gram-
mar and spelling aren’t 100% (Mine aren’t!) - Bill 
Gates’ Microsoft will put most of that right and 
the Editor will do the rest!  

No. Registration Chassis    Body
41 BED 722C  L.40095 6268
42 BED 723C  L.40096 6275
43 BED 724C  L.40103 6274
44 BED 725C     L.40104 6278
45 BED 726C    L.40214 6270
46 BED 727C  L.40215 6279
47 BED 728C  L.40311 6276
48 BED 729C  L.40312 6269
49 BED 730C  L.40429 6277
50 BED 731C      L.40430 6271
51 BED 732C  L.40523 6273
52 BED 733C  L.40524 6272
No.48 (now 148) remains in the owner-
ship of Warrington Borough TransportLtd.

Vehicle Details
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 There have been so many letters this quarter that there isn’t enough space to put them 
all in this issue.  However some will be held over and hopefully used next time.  John Bennett, 
who wrote the article on the Leylands of Silcox, Pembroke Dock in the last issue of the Society 
Journal, followed by comments in the last issue of Leyland Torque, wishes to point out that 
the article was based on his own fi rst-hand sources.
    From Tim Moss, by e-mail
 I am glad to see that you published my Leyland National article in Leyland 
Torque No.26.  The photographs were credited to my own collection but they were 
actually supplied to me by Geoff Meek and I would like to ask you to put this in the 
next edition of Leyland Torque. Many thanks.
    From Alan Townsin, Steventon    Some thoughts on fi re engines
 Neil Steele’s book on Leyland Fire Engines 1930-1942, published in the Leyland 
Fleet Series, set me thinking.  I had admired such vehicles from childhood, and the 
words ‘fi re engine’ evoke the memory of a Leyland of that era as easily as something 
more modern, with its red paint and chromium-plate gleaming, bell ringing and going 
by at some speed yet making only mild and quite refi ned noises; the overall effect 
like a high-quality open car of the day, but bigger and carrying a ladder.
 Various further notions became lodged in my mind, that fi re engines were 
powerful and that Leylands were by far the dominant make – it was certainly so in 
the north-east – and not until I moved to London did I fi nd that Dennis was a major 
force, with plenty of their pre-war big four-cylinder machines, reference sources quot-
ing the same 6.8-litre engine capacity as in the Lancet II coach, though with quite a 
noisy exhaust in fi re-engine form, still quite common in the late 1940s, quite apart 
from the different post-war scene generally. Even before then, I was surprised, as my 
more detailed interest in buses grew, that the larger Leyland fi re engines of the late 
1930s seemed to have the same ‘Tiger’ style of radiator as had became obsolete on 
buses in 1933 and indeed as I looked more closely and learned more, that at least the 
front of the chassis had much in common with the Lioness Six of 1929-31. It also 
became clear that the engine requirements for long spells of continuous pumping of 
water in large volume required different qualities from the dash to the scene.
 Reading Neil’s book and thinking about the subject afresh, further perspectives 
gradually emerged. For example, that fi re-engine management personalities seem 
to have been even more apt to have strong views than those in the bus industry, and 
remarkably conservative ones at that. It does seem almost incredible that some were 
still insisting on what was almost an Edwardian concept of engine design, with non-
detachable cylinder heads and valves with individual access plugs over each, up to the 
late 1920s – presumably there was an expectation of a need for frequent grinding-in 
of valves to ensure peak condition.
 Similarly, I confess that it had never struck me that the traditional Braidwood 
type of body, with only one bench seat for perhaps two men alongside the driver, 
meant that most fi remen had to hang on as best they could, perched along the vehicle 
sides and that being thrown off at corners was by no means unknown.   
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 Even so, the lack of enthusiasm at Leyland for taking the step into more modern 
fi re engine manufacture given by a Lioness-based design comes as a shock – the very 
small volume doubtless did make the economics dubious, yet one would have thought 
there was a case for considering the prestige effect, seeking to benefi t from the idea 
that a design good enough for duty where reliable and swift performance could be a 
matter of life and death was a very effective way of demonstrating Leyland quality 
to potential customers in other fi elds.
 Bearing in mind the curious story of how the Lion LT1 bus started life as what 
amounted to a compromise design, initially intended to combine the attributes of the 
previous PLSC with the new-generation overhead-camshaft engine, and then how 
the Lioness Six LTB1 was then derived from it, the latter was far from being what 
might be called a purpose-designed fi re engine in modern jargon. Yet there is clear 
evidence of the above ancestry in the standard FT and TLM models. The choice of 
the  8.8 litre version of the six-cylinder T-type petrol engine (4 9/16 in. bore) from early 
on in the process and its continuance in later versions to the end of the FT series in 
1940, comes as no surprise – is there any record of what the power output of these 
fi ne engines was in this form? Clearly Rackham had built in room for bigger bore 
sizes in the original T-type engine – presumably the 4 9/16 in. size was about the top 
limit.   
 Some machines would seem to have needed every bit of power available. The 
mention of an unladen weight of over 11 tons for a TLM turntable machine, with 
ladders extending to an exceptionally long 150ft, (as in October 1936 for Hull) is 
quite an eye-opener – in other words more than the legal maximum for a fully laden 
two-axle double-deck bus of that time (10 1/2 tons) – and some 5 1/2 tons of that was  
above the driver’s head, in the extendable ladder structure. So it sounds as if corner-
ing, too, would have required at least as much care as with a double-decker, even with 
the stabilisers fi tted to improve matters. Not quite the dashing fi re-engine image.
 The original side-valve Cub clearly made a good light fi re engine, developing 
logically with the Z type overhead-valve engine from late 1935 but  the combination 
of T-type 4 1/4 in. bore 7.6-litre petrol engine in a Cub-range chassis in the FKT cre-
ated something more in the popular image of a lively fi re-engine – it sounds as if it 
would have been fun to drive. Even if not in highly-tuned form with a quite modest 
96bhp at 2,000rpm, there would be plenty of torque for such a vehicle, kept down to 
4 tons or so unladen – it is understandable that Sheffi eld found it well-suited to hilly 
terrain.  It is interesting to learn that Rees-Roturbo was so prominent in the fi re pump 
world, for the fi rm, based in Wolverhampton, had been a supplier of electric motors 
and control equipment for Guy trolleybuses from the late 1920s.
 Another intriguing detail is the ‘blue’ chemical treatment of the bonnet panels. 
Using unpainted aluminium for these items was not uncommon – some of Leeds City 
Transport’s AEC buses of the later 1930s had them and corresponding Leylands, so 
far as I recall of TD5 and TS8 types, had what I imagine was the same blue fi nish 
mentioned in Neil’s book – at that time the Leeds livery was blue, so it toned in with 
that quite well.   
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    From Malcolm Wilford, Wakefi eld
 With regard to the old Leyland lorry registered SS 3001 on page 39 of Torque 
No.26, I can identify it as having chassis No. 16942 in the pre-1931 series.  It is a 
model PH4, new in April 1929 to R. Bald (spelling?), Dunbar, and it was fi tted with 
pneumatic tyres from new.
 Turning to the Leyland Twin-Steer lorries on pages 16 and 17, I can identify the 
Thomas Sinclair, Reston, vehicle: SH 5465 was a model TEC2, chassis No. 14705 be-
ing new in June 1937.  The Standard Pulverized Fuel, of Grimethorpe, near Barnsley, 
lorry was GWT 492, Steer 15S/1, chassis No. 462909, new 4/47.  This had line No. 1, 
and was the fi rst post-WW2 Steer.  EYG 422 was probably not the correct registration 
for the Press Bly & Davey Steer as this would have been approx. April 1946, i.e. too 
early; EY 6422 would be June 1938 (therefore no good), but it could just be EX 6422, 
which is a January 1949 registration.  Is it possible to verify this from the original 
photograph and could the location of Press Bly & Davey be traced ?

 Graham Edge’s 
book on the Leyland Oc-
topus had chassis details 
missing from the photo 
captions and I have man-
aged to identify many of 
the pre-War ones, as set 
out in the enclosed table.  
This will help to identify 
them and in particular the 
ones which you queried on 
page 14 of the book. 
(Thank you for this useful 
list Malcolm.) 

LEYLAND OCTOPUS PHOTOS in Graham Edge’s book.
p.8 JU 6146 S.Latham & Son TEW9T 3/35  6661
p.9 DJ 6458 James Bridge TEW9T 9/35  7641
p.9 AKF 776 Motor Carriers TEW9T 9/35  note A
p.10 ATC  61 Ingham & Tipping TEW9T 6/35  7486
p.10 Hovis Ltd.  TEW8D 1935 Show model
p.11 W. Hampton TEW9T 7/36 10821
p.11 ATD 348 H.Woodward TEW8T 10/35  8884
p.12 JU 8253 Kinders Garage TEW9D 4/36 10524
p.12 AAB 721 P.A.Collins TEW8D 12/35  9707
p.13 DXP 698 Taylor Walker TEW9T 1/37 13725
p.13 DOG 440 A .J. Gupwell TEW9T 6/37 note B
p.14 DTF  39 F.Southworth TEW15D 12/39 302389
p.14  C. A. Wells TEW17 1/40 303349
p.15   t/p Leyland Motors 14 TEW9D?  ??  
p.15 JU 6453 Kinders Garage TEW9T 6/35 7237
p.16 BNN  89 R. Kirk & Sons TEW9D 5/35 7213
Notes:  A   one of three 7510, 7511 and 7726 of Sept.-Oct 1935.
 B   one of three 10524-10526 of June-August 1937.

 You will note from my list that a TEW17 was built, and this was among a group 
of four “new models” built in 1939/40 which were:
 Chassis 303346,   Beaver,   TSC16, ETD 551, sold to G. Oldroyd, Dewsbury
      “       303347,   Steer,      TEC4,  ETD 552, sold to Inghams Tipping, Leyland
      “      303348,   Hippo,     TSW17D      ?         for the Ministry of Defence

      “      303349,   Octopus,  TEW17        ?         sold to C.A. Wells, London

Due to wartime restrictions none of these were put into volume production, so they  
remained unique.  The Hippo materialised shortly afterwards as the MoD’s WSW17, 
several of which survived into Civilian Service after the War.
    From John Hunt, Sheffi eld
 It was a pleasure, as ever, to receive a copy of the latest edition of Leyland 
Torque, and to read the many and varied articles etc. contained therein. One or two 
points come to mind however, the fi rst concerning vehicles of East Yorkshire Motor 
Services (EYMS) in use on the Continent of Europe shortly after the end of World 
War Two. Enclosed please fi nd a photocopy showing an offside forward view of one 
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of the EYMS double deckers, which appeared in the War Illustrated (Vol. 10.,  No. 240  
p. 296 - 30th August 1946). The vehicle shown does not appear to be a Leyland TD1 with 
Leyland body, but could be a Leyland TD2 with Strachan body - possibly No.227 or 
228 ex Binnington’s Motor Services, and is seen in Holland.

 The second point concerns buses requisitioned for military use both in the United 
Kingdom and abroad, a subject which has received only scant publicity as far as I am 
aware. For example, in 1940 it is known that a considerable number of single deck 
buses were in use with the British Expeditionary Forces (BEF) in Belgium and North 
France. Along with other equipment used by BEF -much of which was ordered to be 
destroyed or seriously disabled during the fi nal days prior to the Dunkirk Evacuation: 
little is known as to the fate of these buses. Some however were found in Germany 
after the war in places as far away as the Black Forest, whilst at least one bus - a 
Leyland formerly owned by Barton Transport, Chilwell, Nottingham - was reported 
as having been driven into the sea at some point in Northern France or Belgium, in 
order to deny its use to the advancing Wehrmacht!
 There is another photograph in the War Illustrated (Vol.10., No. 246,  p. 500,   22nd 

November 1946) of a Leyland Bus, which is stated to have been one of about twenty 
double deckers sent from UK to Warsaw shortly after the war ended. The vehicle 
depicted is an ex Plymouth Corporation Leyland TD4 with Weymann lowbridge body 
and possibly still fi tted with torque converter transmission. Do any readers have any 
information concerning the other double deckers sent to Warsaw at this time, or in-
deed to any other European town or city ? It seems fairly certain that Warsaw is the 
furthest point in Eastern Europe at this time to have received double deck buses from 
UK. The mind boggles at the thought of driving a double decker - fi tted with torque 
converter transmission - all the way from Ostend (or some such port) to Warsaw! Ap-
parently many citizens of Warsaw were full of trepidation when required to proceed 
to the top deck of one of these vehicles, which in the case of the ex Plymouth buses 
was of lowbridge layout. Could a reader’s query please be inserted in a future edition 
of Leyland Torque in order to try to develop this subject?

ABOVE: A picture of Plymouth Corporation TD4c No. 
149, JY 6740, chassis no.8073, operating in Warsaw, one 
of twenty British buses running along with some Moscow 
trolleybuses and American lorries.  LEFT: An EastYorks 
double decker in Holland.               (from War Illustrated) 
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 Many single deck buses requisitioned for military use did not leave the UK, 
and after the war were returned to civilian use - usually not with the original opera-
tor. One such case is an East Kent Leyland Tiger  JG 6528,  which was acquired by 
Glover of Haydock, Lancs and re-registered HTD 333 perhaps to create the illusion 
that it was a post war vehicle!  Again I wonder if this aspect of bus history could be 
aired in a future edition of Leyland Torque, please ?

HTD 333, formerly JG 6528, Tiger TS7 new 1936  in the service of Glover, Haydock.  (J. Hunt)
 On a different matter — see lines 2 and 3 on page 46 of Torque No.26 - I am 
puzzled as to why DKW 658 is said to be new in January 1937. The mark DKW was 
issued by Bradford CBC from January 1940 onwards, and I can confi rm this because 
I once owned a Lanchester car registered DKW 545 which mark was fi rst issued on 
1st July 1940.  Many thanks to you and all concerned for continuing to produce an 
excellent magazine and annual Journal, as well as defi nitive Fleet Books on certain 
operators.
   From Mr J. L. Gutierrez, Miami, Florida
 In 1950, Autobuses Modernos, S.A. of Havana, Cuba placed an order with 
Leyland Motors Ltd. for 620 Royal Tiger buses.  The bus bodies were designed and 
built by Saunders-Roe.  These were the famous Rivaloy bodies and the buses began 
to arrive in late 1950-51. Some arrived already built up while others came in a knock-
down kit form. Advertisements and articles appearing in industry journals of the time 
stated that the bodies could be erected in 69 man hours, etc.
 One double decker, a Leyland Tiger (LOPS2/3) with left hand drive with East 
Lancashire body arrived in 1951.  As well as some auxiliary equipment such as Ley-
land Octopus open bed trucks and trailers, there were Beaver and Hippo dump trucks, 
and Comet refuse vans.  In 1960-61, approximately 250 Leyland-MCW “Olympic” 
buses arrived for Omnibus Metropolitanos in Havana.  Perhaps one, two, or more 
demonstrators were also shipped to Cuba by Leyland.
 I’m writing an article for the Motor Bus Society on bus service in Cuba and 
I’m seeking the following information concerning the Leylands:
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   Exterior and interior photographs on all three bus models
  Fleet numbers
  Chassis numbers
 Please be so kind as to advise on the above and I thank you very much for your 
kind attention to this matter.  (Note: You can contact Mr Gutierrez via the Editor).
   From Mr. J. Docherty, Auchterarder, Perthshire.
 You may be interested to see these two pictures that I took of vehicles  found on 
a farm at Bararat, near Melbourne, New South Wales, Australia, depicting a Leyland 
Tiger and a Badger (could that be a Leyland RAF type in the background? )

    From Andrew Liddell, Bishop Auckland
 As a lifelong Leyland enthusiast I am writing regarding a proper Leyland and 
“half” a one we have working where I am employed as a fi tter.  The fi rst one is a 
Leyland Roadtrain 17.30.  As you will guess it’s a 4x2 tractor with a Perkins 800C (I 
still call them Rolls Royce, 300Li) and it was 17 years old in January 2005.  It origi-
nally belonged to the Royal Mail and we bought it quite a few years back.  At fi rst it 
was employed by us pulling curtainsiders delivering bagged sawdust and shavings, 
but now it takes trailers for test with the occasional use as a spare wagon when we 
need it.  As far as I know it’s on its original clutch, the gearbox hasn’t been touched, 
back axle/hub reductions never been any bother and the engines have only just had 
the head gaskets done – by me in April last year.  How many European wagons can 
you say that of!  It comes in for inspection every 5 weeks and to be quite honest there 
is never much wrong with it – even for its test it costs next to nothing. We have run 
quite a few Roadtrains in the past and this is the last one.  We had day and high datum 
sleeper versions and they proved good workhorses.
 One failing of the Roadtrain though was the hub-reduction axle, Leyland should 
have offered a single reduction version as standard with hub reduction as an option 
for off road tipping etc.  The brakes are also a bit of a pain sometimes – Girling Twin 
Stop.  Other than that 17 years work speaks for itself.
 The second is a Leyland-DAF 80 series 300 4x2 tractor with low sleeper cab.  
This is a K reg and it works 51/2 days a week pulling curtainsiders.  Although its only 
rated as a 23 tonner it still works for a living – I think the driver of it will pack in 
when we eventually have to scrap it – he won’t drive anything else.  This is also on 
all of its original units as far as I know.
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    From Fred Boulton, Wolverhampton
 The photograph at the top of page 43 of Torque No. 26 is of the fi re station 
just inside the gate of Spurrier Works, hence the tower.  Spurrier was not built until 
after WW2, so it is unlikely that these buildings could have been used for tank engine 
testing.  The two gable ends in the left-hand background are the Experimental Vehicle 
Running Shop which was not erected until the mid-1960s; it allowed the fi nal transfer 
of the engineering workshops from South Works up to Spurrier.
    From Michael Plunkett, Ashurst
 Pursuing TD1 bodies further, and the dreadful SMT rear-end ‘semi-enclosures’ 
in particular, part of the problem lay in the different radii in plan of the roof and the 
offside rear corner housing the staircase.  In order to re-use the aluminium domed roof 
panels, duly moved rearward to align with the back panels of the retained staircase 
and platform a change in profi le was inevitable, most noticeable when viewed from 
the offside front corner.  Not even the full lining-out and polished aluminium coach 
beading below the lower windows, revealed in the latest picture (page 38 of Torque 
No.26), can redeem the rebuild!
 One other point to mention in regard to earlier Titan bodies related to the stairs.  
When fully enclosed versions came on the market in 1929, the stairs were still those 
as designed for the open back models, i.e. with a shallower radius than the new en-
closed near profi le.  This resulted in an appreciable gap between the outer staircase 
stringer and the bodywork (some operators also experienced structural problems with 
the staircase).
  The position of side lights seems to have been an option.  Apart from those 
at the front corners of the canopy on early models, lamps could be mounted at the 
crown of the mudguard, towards the front of the mudguard or on the side of the cab 
and nearside bulkhead.
 Referring to the ‘offi cial’ view of the East Yorkshire TD1 (and all similar open 
stair Titans) there were six bench seats upstairs plus a 3 seat in the rear compartment, 
the back of which only came up to the window cill.  Due to the angle of these photo-
graphs it is not usually possible to see whether the upstairs seats alternate 4 and 3 to 

A working Leyland. This Road-
train F347 ENF is 17 years old 
but remains in the service of 
Edgar F. Shepherd.
(See letter on previous page.)
             (A.Liddell)
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give the total capacity of 51 or 48.  (Due to licensing problems one delivery to York-
shire Woollen District had reduced seating on the upper deck).  It is interesting that 
the open-top East Yorkshire Titans carried a spare wheel under the staircase in the 
intended position – presumably having no roof reduced the weight below the legal 
requirement.
 In Torque No.26 page 18, the JMT Lion LSC1 No.20 (photographed by Mr. G. 
R. Horne presumably on holiday in June 1931) was one of a pair purchased in May 
1929, chassis 47777/8, J 5002/1 Nos. 21/20. Both lasted in the fl eet until mid 1955.  
No. 20 had been rebuilt B32F and ended its days as the basis for a fl oat in the annual 
Battle of Flowers.
 The photo actually shows 21 second in the line-up and (I think) one of the 
Dennis E batch 29-31 ex White Line Pullman Cars from Edinburgh (Croall body).  
By the way, the picture of Crosville TD2 on page 45 was No. M 558, TJ 570.  
    From Mike Fenton, Holmfi rth
 I was interested to see the comments about the Western SMT Guy in Torque 
No.26; Garry Ward saying that the body could not be second hand from CS 7037 and 
Alan Townsin putting his money on this vehicle as the donor.  Ho hum!  I thought I 
had made it clear from my article that Regal TY 9608 did not have a Leyland body, 
despite this having been claimed on a number of occasions.
    From Brian Veale MBE, West Felton, Shropshire
 I have had several people asking me recently if I can obtain copies of the GWR 
publicity photos taken in 1929 it is believed.  I am told that these were taken in the 
Ocean Terminal of the GWR Docks, Plymouth and feature the fi rst of the GWR King 
Class 6000 “King George V” at the terminal with, fi rstly, a single deck Leyland ap-
parently new and possibly a Tiger TS1 and secondly, a Leyland Titan again new.  This 
sounds plausible but it must have been something very special to allow a King to 
leave Plymouth Station and travel over the dock lines to the Ocean Terminal. Some
people say that someone knows someone etc. whose brother in law has copies!  It 
may well be an old wives story and I wondered if any member could prove or dis-
prove this story.
    From Tony Hall, Perry Barr
 Open top lowbridge Titan (pages 12-14) – My understanding from the article, is 
that only East Yorkshire and Crosville had open top lowbridge Titans, so can I please 
request that two SMT TD5s (CSF258 + DSG 169) be added to the list? PSV Circle 
history PM7 states that they were converted to open top and used as special event 
vehicles. A picture of CSF258 appears on page 44 of Robert Grieves book “Around 
Scotland by Bus”.  Both had Leyland L27/26R and DSG 169 has been fi tted with a 
top deck and is preserved.  Its other claim to fame is that it is an unfrozen TD5 and 
entered service with SMT in July 1942.
 Concerning Oldham Titans page 19 of Torque No.26 states, relating to the 
cover picture “it is from a batch of ten buses which were the last conventional double 
deckers and the only such with front entrances in the town’s fl eet” but this should 
have the word “new” added.
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 In 1965 Oldham Corporation experienced terrible engineering problems and 
incurred the wrath of the Ministry of Transport resulting in 42 percent of the fl eet 
being put off the road.  Vehicles were hired from neighbouring municipal operators 
to cover the immediate shortfall.  This was followed in 1965/6 by the purchase of 
16 Leyland bodied PD2s (a rare vehicle in the Oldham fl eet) from Bolton, Halifax 
and Sheffi eld.  The Sheffi eld vehicles included the Farington style of body together 
with the last style of Leyland body.  Further information together with photographs 
appear in David Wayman’s superb book “Oldham Corporation Buses”.  Another gem 
in David’s book is a photograph of a Stockport Leyland bodied PD2 which was trans-
ferred to Oldham in SELNEC days and repainted in Oldham’s pommard and cream 
livery.  The Oldham saga, whilst unfortunate, did result in amazing things happening.  
The Oldham PD3s were interesting in that they had traditional radiators – something 
which Stockport went back to.
   From Eric Ogden, Oldham
 As a contribution to the Leyland Octopus discussion, you might like to use the 
enclosed picture of No. 112, YTD 192, of Smith’s of Eccles, new in 1956.  Smith’s 
origins went back to 1910. During the War years they operated an Octopus TEW9T 
chassis No. 14238, registered DJ 7557, originally new in 1937 to Davies & Brownlow, 
St. Helens.  The business was sold voluntarily to B.R.S. in 1948 but was bought back 
by the former owners in 1954.  New premises were obtained in Taylor Road, Urmston,  
on the edge of Trafford Park.  ERF vehicles were favoured at fi rst with a change to 
Leylands in the late 1950s.  A return to Gardner engined vehicles was made in 1961 
in which year the Smith’s were taken over by the Transport Development Group, 
which continued the Smith’s name until 1983.  The buildings shown in the picture still 
stand today but the brick offi ce block has had a second storey added;  the chimneys 
of Barton Power Station, demolished in 1979. are shown in the left background.  
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    From David Corke, Paphos, Cyprus
 David has sent details of the three Leylands in Cyprus featured on pp.37-8 of 
Torque No.26. He writes:
 ‘NZ 805 is a Leyland Boxer, chassis no.526447 originally new as a box van to 
Shanklin Dyers and Finishers (Brighton) Ltd in 2/79 and registered AUF 493T. It was 
sold by British Car Auctions to Cyprus, and passed initially to G.Paraskevas, Latsla 
in 1/83 as a platform lorry. It now carries a water tank.
 ‘EM 692 is a Leyland, chassis no.615169, and is therefore a Beaver. It was sent 
to Cyprus in 12/69, but no details of its previous or original ownership are known.It 
fi rst operated in Cyprus with K. Matsoukas, Yerolakkas.
 ‘AAU 012 is a Roadtrain, VIN no. SBLA4A32PLMH56539, and began life with 
Royal Mail, Newcastle in 5/87, later passing to Royal Mail, Redhill. It was sold off 
to a Burnley dealer, and was exported to Cyprus and acquired by S. Varellas, Nicosia, 
in 6/91. Varellas is a big bus dealer who operates contracts with his own vehicles and 
leases buses to other operators.’

CIE BUSES 1945-1987 By Cyril McIntyre
Midland Counties Publications have kindly offered a reduction of £2 on the published price of £14.99, 
post free to UK addresses, as a special price for Society members up to 30th June 2005.  The book 
is well produced and profusely illustrated with good pictures of Leyland buses, among others, and 
is highly recommended (I look forward to the possibility of a second book covering the period up to 
1945 and prior to the formation of CIE, which could give a good insight to the development of buses 
in Eire, and could include lots more Leylands – Ed).
Orders to Barbara Stokes at Midland Counties Publications, 4 Watling Drive, Hinkley, LE10 3EY.
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 May I begin by thanking those members who responded to the questionnaire 
sent out with Torque No.26. To those members who have fi rmly offered to help out 
on the 10th July Paul and I send our sincere thanks - we will be in touch with you all 
in the near future. To those who took the trouble to write and offer sound reasons on 
why they cannot help may I say thank you for taking the time and trouble to do so, 
and we appreciate your good wishes for a successful event. If on refl ection anyone 
else wishes to help at the Gathering please get in touch with me: Neil D. Steele, Hon. 
Vice President, my address can be found inside the front cover of Torque.
 From this positive response and the help offered from other quarters we 
shall be proceeding  with this years event. As you will see from the item on page 12 
of this issue of Torque the “Roadtrain” - T45 series celebrates its 25th anniversary 
this year. Especially with this in mind we would like to encourage owners of T45 
series vehicles to make that extra effort and attend this year’s event. It would be nice 
to see a good representative number of T45 model types on display - they are quickly 
disappearing from every day use on our roads! 
 Finally, for those members who are vehicle owners, included with this issue 
of Torque is the 2005 Gathering entry form. If it is your intention to enter a vehicle 
please complete the form and return it as soon as possible so that we may begin to 
compile the programme - thanks! Additional entry forms can be obtained by contact-
ing Paul or myself.
            Neil D. Steele & Paul M. Sennant
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LONDON TRANSPORT STD 

                    

A rear view of a newly built PD1for London Transport, built in 1946 and fi tted with 
the standard post-war Leyland highbridge body. How many differences from the 
norm can you spot on this picture and the view of the same vehicle on the rear of the 
cover? One odd feature two years after the blackout regulations were relaxed is the 
inclusion of the white circle on the lower rear panel. Can any reader say whether the 
post-war STD class did in fact carry this hangover of wartime practice or not. Such 
circles were not carried on all passenger vehicles, unlike white edges to the mudguards 
and masked headlamps.  

               (BCVMA)
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